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Introduction
This scheme of work explores A Midsummer Night’s Dream in performance by 
focusing on characterisation, design and the realisation of particular scenes. The 
outcome is for student to gain both a literary and a performance perspective of 
the play.

It consists of six one-hour lessons, recommended to be delivered over 
six weeks.

Before you start the scheme, I suggest you watch the fun clip in which RSC 
actors and directors give a synopsis of the play in two minutes! (See link in 
Resources listed below.)

Learning objectives
Students will gain the following knowledge/skills: 

 f Understanding of the themes within the text
 f Exploration of the main characters
 f An introductory understanding of iambic pentameter and how Shakespeare is 
communicated to a modern audience

 f Gender roles within the play
 f Exploration of design elements inspired by recent productions
 f An understanding of The Globe theatre in Shakespearean times and in the 
modern day.

Resources included with this scheme:
 f Resource sheet – sections of text, resource cards, information sheets/handouts
 f The Mechanicals:  
http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p00qbq7g

 f Mini documentary on The Globe: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b9uDK3xsLYk  

 f RSC A Midsummer Night’s Dream synopsis:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=knSvuVZBk_g 

 f Understanding Iambic Pentameter – Cicely Berry voice work: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Qv-sjQHgZ8 

 f Royal Opera House clip about set design: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OLw-QapkxnA 

Lesson 1: Father/daughter relationship 
of Egeus and Hermia
Learning objectives 

 f To understand the argument between Egeus and Hermia
 f To be introduced to The Lovers and work out who loves whom! 
 f To think about why parents and children argue and want to defy each other’s 
wishes.

Starter
Discussion: Do you ever argue with your parent(s)? What do you and your 
parent(s) argue about? Has there ever been a time when you wanted to do 
something but your parent(s) said no? Were there any consequences to your 
actions? Did you defy them or go along with their rules? 

Warm-up
Students walk around the space while you call out ‘Stop’ and ‘Go’ commands. 
Make sure that they are responding quickly and being controlled in their 
movements. Add in jump and clap. 

Assessment
 f Peer assessment
 f Homework (if applicable with your 

classes).

Resources to be sourced:
 f Music/sound
 f Lighting
 f Projected images (if you have a 

cyclorama or board to project onto)
 f Paper, coloured pens/pencils/fabric/

lighting gels.

Naomi Holcombe is a Drama teacher 
and Head of Year 8 at Queen Elizabeth’s 
Hospital school in Bristol. She has been 
teaching and directing Theatre for more 
than 10 years in both the maintained 
and private school sectors.
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Now reverse these commands. They are going to do the opposite of what has 

been instructed. As they get more confident, increase the pace. 
If they are doing well at this, you can add in ‘High’ and ‘Low’ (reaching up to the 

ceiling and crouching down to the ground). 
At the end of the warm-up explain that this lesson is all about characters going 

against the rules set by their parents and society. An instruction may be given, but 
the character wants to do the opposite. 

Task 1
Circle improvisation: Create an inner circle and an outer circle. The students on 
the inner circle should be facing one partner on the outer circle. They are to work 
in these pairs, then once each improvisation is finished, the outer circle is going 
to rotate by one place, so that they are working with a new partner and so on, 
throughout the exercise. 

Improvisation no. 1: Outer circle are the parents. Inner circle are the ‘children’ 
(teenagers). Parents: you have banned your child from doing something (you 
decide what that is; it can be anything from not playing on the PlayStation, to not 
being allowed out to a party, or something more serious if they wish). Children: 
you really want to do this thing you are being denied and you are going to try to 
persuade your parent to let you do it. You can decide on the outcome. 

Discussion: Did anyone defy their parents? Did any parents threaten 
consequences if their child went ahead with what they were told not to do? 
Rotate! 

Improvisation no. 2: Inner circle are now the parents. Outer circle are the 
children. Parents: you do not like the person your son/daughter is going out with 
and you are going to ban them from seeing them. You argue that they are not 
a good influence and not the right sort of person to go out with. You threaten 
consequences if they continue to go out with them. Children: you argue that the 
person you are seeing is a good person (they are!) and that you will defy your 
parent and continue to see them, no matter what is threatened.

Discussion: What were the consequences if the son/daughter continued with 
the relationship? Why did the parent not like the person you were going out with? 
Rotate!

Improvisation no. 3: You can decide this time who plays the parent and who 
plays the child. Parents: you have decided to arrange a marriage for your 
daughter/son with someone who you think is a suitable match. Children: 
although you know this person, you are going out with someone else and do not 
want to marry the person your parent has chosen for you. Parents: if your child 
refuses, there are serious consequences. You must decide what these are.

Discussion: What do you think about your parent(s) arranging a marriage for 
you? What were the consequences if you refused to go ahead with their plans? 
How would you react to this in real life? Arranged marriages do exist. What do 
you think about this?

Task 2
Hand out Resource 1, The Lovers, and Resource 2, Character Cards.

Explain the opening of the play and what happens when Egeus tries to force 
Hermia into marrying Demetrius. You can use the resource cards here to make it 
clear which character is which while you explain it. Get students to come up to 
the front of the class and hold the cards while you explain who each character is. 
What consequences are there for Hermia if she refuses to wed Demetrius? Ask 
them what they think she does, before revealing the answer! She runs away. If 
they already know the plot well, you can just use this as a plenary.

Plenary
Why do you think parents want their children to do what they are told? Why does 
Egeus want Hermia to marry Demetrius? Why does she refuse?

http://www.teaching-drama.co.uk
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Lesson 2: Introduction to the world of the play
Learning objectives

 f To be introduced to the fairy world
 f To start to think about how magic is used in the play
 f To consider how the natural order of things is altered when the Fairies are at 
odds with each other.

Warm-up/Starter
Students are to walk around the space. They are going to try to move as an 
ensemble. They can go in different directions, but they must try to keep the same 
pace and way of moving as each other. Without a signal they must come to a 
complete stop as a group. Again, without a signal they should then move off again 
at the same time. This takes some doing and will need cooperation if it is to work. 
(They will probably want to create some sort of verbal or physical cue, but try to 
get them to just work it out by keeping eye contact and watching what everyone 
is doing.)

Now they must pick a partner, without telling the other person that they have 
chosen them. As they walk around the room they must follow and remain as close 
to that person as they can, without giving away to anyone who they have chosen.

Ask them to repeat this exercise, but to choose a new person and this time try 
to be as far away from them as possible. What chaos is created when they are 
doing this exercise? Although they are still doing some ensemble movement of 
sorts, why is it less harmonious than the stopping and starting exercise?

Introduce the fairy world. Titania and Oberon are King and Queen of the Fairies. 
When they are harmonious the world blossoms, when they argue there are 
serious consequences on the natural order. There is a force between them and the 
magic that exudes from them has consequences for those with whom they come 
into contact.

Task
Read a short section of the argument in Act 2, scene 1. What has happened to the 
natural world because of Oberon and Titania’s disagreement? Discuss ways that 
this could be shown on stage, e.g. their movement or that of the Fairies; lighting; 
sound; projection. What are the key lines that might give a director some ideas? 
What are Oberon and Titania arguing about?

In groups of 5–6, students must improvise the argument between the King 
and Queen of the Fairies using their own words (or, if they are more confident, 
they can use the original text) with the other 3 performers creating some kind of 
ensemble suggestion of the natural world being out of balance.

Rehearse.
Perform.
If you have lighting and sound available, groups can add this into their 

performances.

Evaluation
How did each group use their ensemble characters to suggest the natural world 
was out of order? Why do you think Shakespeare introduced the Fairies into this 
play? How can magic be shown on stage?

http://www.teaching-drama.co.uk
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Lesson 3: The world of The Globe Theatre, 
comedy and the Mechanicals
You could extend this lesson over two sessions.

Learning objectives
 f To understand the function of The Globe theatre in Shakespearean times
 f To explore the Mechanicals and how they bring out comedy in the play
 f To think about how Shakespeare structured his plays to appeal to different 
audience members.

Starter
Learn a little about the function of The Globe Theatre and its audience members 
in Shakespeare’s day.

You have various options here, depending on the ability of your class, whether 
you set homework or not, and how much time you have to spend on this.

Option 1: You can show your class some of the mini documentary on The Globe 
(they could finish watching it for homework, or you could spend a whole lesson 
on this) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b9uDK3xsLYk

Option 2: You can give them Resource 3, Elizabethan Theatre background notes. 
There is also an option for homework at the bottom of this sheet if you want 
them to do further research.

Option 3: Or, if you have less time, you can just go through the Shakespearean 
timeline to understand when Shakespeare was writing for The Globe – see link in 
Resource 4.

Discussion: Whichever option you choose, ask students to think about the 
role of theatre in Shakespearean times. Why did Shakespeare structure his plays 
to include Kings and Queens, magical worlds and ordinary everyday characters? 
Given what they have learned from the resources above, what sort of people were 
watching Shakespeare’s plays? How do the characters within each world in A 
Midsummer Night’s Dream appeal to the different people watching at the time it 
was written?

Task 1
Watch a clip of a performance of the Mechancals’ play; there are several available 
on YouTube and elsewhere online.

Discuss what the group knows about these characters. What function do they 
serve in the play as a whole? Who is the ‘straight ‘character? What is the source of 
the humour in the rehearsal scenes?

Why do you think Shakespeare included them in the play? He already has the 
Lovers and the Fairies? What extra dimension do these characters bring to the 
play, and who would they have appealed to in Shakespeare’s day?

Task 2
Again, depending on how much time you have, you can read two or three scenes 
here. The first scene where we meet the Mechanicals and learn that they are 
going to rehearse the play, the scene in the wood before Bottom is transformed 
and the final scene in front of the Duke and Duchess when they are performing 
their play of Pyramus and Thisbe.

Task 3
Once you have finished reading organise your class into groups of six and get 
them to devise a rehearsal scene of ‘Pyramus and Thisbe’ using Resource 5, which 
must include an increasingly frustrated director, a pompous actor, a nervous 
actor, and a variety of others. What opportunities for clowning and physical 
comedy are there? How can you weave in some lines from the original text? How 
does Peter Quince keep order?

Rehearse the scenes.
Watch and evaluate these scenes.

Plenary
What is the function and value of the Mechanicals? How do they add comedy to 
the play?

How has The Globe changed since Shakespeare’s time? What do you think 
audiences enjoy about the space today?

http://www.teaching-drama.co.uk
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Lesson 4: Iambic pentameter and 
creating the fairy world
Learning objectives

 f To consider the importance of rhythm and iambic pentameter when delivering 
Shakespearean text

 f To think about how to use lighting, sound and costume to bring the fairy 
characters to life

 f Be able to incorporate ensemble movement to perform a section of text.

Starter
Rhythm – call and response.

Sitting in a circle, clap out a basic rhythm and ask the class to copy. Each time 
try to make the sequence more complicated. You can assign a student to lead this 
if you have someone who is sufficiently confident.

Standing up in a circle, you are going to turn to the student next to you and the 
aim is for you to both clap at the same time, they then turn to the person next to 
them (move it round the circle to the left each time) and clap together. Keep going 
until it goes all the way round the circle. Now add in a variation. If you clap twice 
it changes direction. Insist on accuracy over speed. (This is a warm-up inspired by 
Gecko Theatre Company from a recent workshop.) Eye contact is also essential.

Discussion: What is iambic pentameter? Why does Shakespearean text have/
need to have a rhythm to it?

Task
Watch the following clip from the RSC. ‘Understanding Iambic Pentameter’ – 
Cicely Berry voice work:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Qv-sjQHgZ8

In this lesson they are going to think about the rhythm of speech and also the 
rhythm of movement. We are coming back to the fairy world. This time they are 
going to use the Fairy speech from Act 2, scene 1 (see Resource 6) and as a group, 
they are going to perform it.

They must consider the rhythm of the iambic pentameter and also the way 
in which they move in order to create magic. A group of 6 would work here. It is 
essentially a solo speech performed by a group: How can they suggest that there 
is one fairy, magically appearing and disappearing?

I often use lighting for this lesson, plus magical music/sound and some 
projection. A starry forest projected onto the cyclorama, with coloured lighting 
and music can really help to set the scene.

They must use the original text, but can split it up how they wish; repeat 
sections, add in choral speech, echo it – be creative and original! In terms of 
movement, they must suggest that they are not human. Encourage dance, 
ensemble movement, unusual use of the space, or even some acrobatics (if you 
are sure they are safe to do this!). Incorporate rhythm into this section.

Rehearse this for a good amount of time in order for students to feel confident 
about the lines and have enough time to come up with interesting movements.

Perform and evaluate.

Plenary
What is iambic pentameter? How important is the rhythm of their speech and 
movement?

Which elements of each group were effective and why?
How was the fairy world created?

http://www.teaching-drama.co.uk
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Lesson 5: Gender roles and the Lovers
Learning objectives

 f To think about how gender roles are presented in the text
 f To consider the role of women in Shakespearean society
 f Be able to play with some off text improvisation to explore the Lovers further.
 f To understand Emma Rice’s decision to cross-gender cast her production of 
the play.

Starter/discussion
What are the main differences between Lysander and Demetrius? What do we 
know about them?

How are Helena and Hermia presented as women in the text? How are women 
considered within Shakespearean society?

Task 1
Show them a clip of Emma Rice’s production at The Globe Theatre in 2016. (There 
are trailers available on YouTube.)

Why do you think she chose to cast Helena as a man, called Helenus? How does 
this change the dynamic between the characters? Do you think it was successful? 
Her argument was that Puck never undoes the love juice in Demetrius’ eye, so in 
fact instead of altering his affections, it reveals his true feelings.

From an interview with Emma Rice, the Guardian, 11 April 2016:
‘The thing I’ve never bought about Dream is Demetrius and Helena getting 

together at the end,’ she says. ‘He’s been so cruel. I don’t know how you come 
back from such a brutal rejection and betrayal. It troubled me, and by this simple 
swap – there’s barely a word that needs changing – I understand the relationship 
and why Demetrius is trying not to be with a man, and why he is trying to be 
successful in society by making a good heterosexual match, and why Helenus 
keeps saying, “I don’t believe you – I’ll do anything to be with you.” Now when 
they are reconciled, it makes me cry.’

Discussion: In what ways is the importance and the role of gender different 
today from Shakespearean times? How has the role of women changed? The 
royal court characters approve the marriage between Lysander and Hermia, even 
though it’s against her father’s wishes, which would have been controversial in 
1605. Do you think the royal family nowadays would approve a match between 
the two characters if they were the same sex? Do you think it matters if directors 
cross gender cast roles in this play? Is Puck a female character or a male one for 
example? Emma Rice committed to a 50/50 gender split in her production, making 
Puck and all bar one of the Mechanicals female. Does cross-gender casting in this 
play work?

Task 2
Pairs improvise a scene that does not occur in the play. At the end of the first 
scene instead of Hermia and Lysander being left alone, students must imagine 
that it is the two men who are onstage. They can finally tell each other what they 
think and argue about Hermia and Helena. What is the outcome? How might this 
affect events of the play? If you choose to go with Emma Rice’s idea that Helena 
is Helenus, how does this affect the dialogue/relationship between the two men? 
Does Demetrius continue to insist that he loves Hermia and is not interested in 
Helenus? Is he refuting the fact that he was in a same- sex relationship at one 
point? Is he refusing to admit to Lysander, let alone himself, that he is gay?

Rehearse and perform.

Plenary
Why do you think Emma Rice changed the gender of one of the Lovers in her 
recent production? Do you think the idea worked? How does this alternative view 
point appeal to a more modern audience? What are the roles of women and men 
in today’s society?

Lesson 5 may be controversial in some school settings or you may feel that your 
students aren’t yet ready to explore the gender issues within this lesson. I have 
therefore outlined an alternative lesson on Helena and Demetrius below if you want 
to stick more closely to the original text/interpretation.

N.B. This is a complex lesson which 
delves into gender roles, sexuality and 
asks students to consider a different 
approach to the Lovers. You may 
need to tailor this depending on the 
age and maturity of your students. I 
find that they respond really well to 
an alternative view point on these 
characters, but you may wish to spend 
more time on discussion before doing 
the practical work if you feel that this 
aspect needs more consideration.

There are also some gorgeous 
production images here: https://
www.theguardian.com/stage/
ng-interactive/2016/may/05/emma-
rice-a-midsummer-nights-dream-globe-
shakespeare-in-pictures

http://www.teaching-drama.co.uk
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Alternative tasks for Lesson 5: Helena and Demetrius – Persuasion

Starter/warm-up
Play the Yes/No game. In pairs, ask each pair to label themselves A and B.

A wants B to come round to their way of thinking. They can use one word to 
convince them and that is ‘Yes’. B does not want to do what A is asking; they can 
only use the word ‘no’.

Ask each pair to stand opposite each other, but they are not allowed to use any 
movements or gestures. They should stand with their legs together and hands 
behind their backs. They can only use the words to win their argument.

Allow only 2/3 mins for this exercise. Discuss their findings. They should be 
able to discuss the fact that actions speak louder than words, and in performing 
Shakespeare the movements tell the story as much as the dialogue. Repeat the 
exercise, but this time they cannot speak at all. They can move and use gesture, 
but not touch.

Share one or two and discuss. Ask the group for words to describe what the 
pairs were doing. Hopefully it will be things like ‘begging’, ‘pleading’, etc.

Task
Now look at the text as a class from Act 2, scene 1 and ask them to use the warm-
up exercise as inspiration to block out movement for this scene. How can they 
also use tone to demonstrate persuasion? Does Helena crawl at his feet? How 
does Demetrius treat Helena? What is his tone like?

Lesson 6: Design ideas
Learning objectives

 f To consider modern design interpretations of the play
 f To work out how to design a set that incorporates all of the worlds Shakespeare 
devised

 f Learn how design creates meaning.

Starter
Watch a clip from the Royal Opera House about set design:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OLw-QapkxnA

What is the role of set designer? How can a good set design help to bring a 
Shakespearean text to life?

What modern stage effects can you use today that were not available to 
Shakespeare? How does it enhance the audience’s understanding of the text and 
its themes? Discuss the function of set and costume design in the theatre. Focus 
on set and describe/show pictures of past productions of the play.

Task 1
The play covers many different ‘worlds’.

Ask students to think about the different locations that need to be considered 
in a design. What elements would a set designer need to incorporate?

Discuss the mortal/fairy world, the sense of magic, and the practical problem 
of creating a variety of locations, including Titania’s bower and the play within 
a play.

In small groups (3 or 4 is ideal) ask them to come up with some ideas for set, 
costume and lighting and sound. They must think about what type of stage might 
suit their design ideas. (Remind them of the basic stage configurations – in the 
round, thrust, proscenium arch, end on, or they could design for the current Globe 
stage!) They can set it in a certain time period, or make it timeless in order to 
incorporate different ideas. They must be able to justify their choices and explain 
why they have decided on something.

Once they have had time to discuss, they should give feedback of their basic 
overview of ideas to the class.

Task 2
Provide the groups with paper, pens, colouring materials, fabric off-cuts, lighting 
gels/filters and any other haberdashery materials that you can. Set these up on a 
table, so that they can come and get them as they wish. Glue and large pieces of 
A2 paper would also be useful to collate their ideas.

In their groups they must come up with design ideas/sketches/mood boards 
and present them to the rest of the class. They should think about costume, 
lighting, sound and the overall design.

You could start with this alternative 
lesson as an introduction and move on 
to the exercises given on p.6 of this 
scheme.

http://www.teaching-drama.co.uk
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This may take more than one lesson. You could set the groups off to finish it 

for homework and create a short presentation of their ideas for next lesson. They 
could then present their ideas via online resources, a vlog/blog or use images to 
project.

Ask them to present and justify their choices.

Plenary
Why is design such a useful tool in the modern world of the theatre? How can it 
help to bring a play to life?

http://www.teaching-drama.co.uk
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RESOURCES

Resource 1: The Lovers
The play starts with an argument between a father and a daughter – Egeus and Hermia. Hermia is 
going out with Lysander. He is a reputable character from a good background. Egeus wants Hermia 
to marry someone else, his choice – Demetrius. He is equally as eligible, but she is not interested 
in him. In fact, her friend Helena is in love with Demetrius, as it is suggested in the text that they 
have had a relationship in the past.

Egeus is joined in this scene by Theseus, the Duke. He is trying to broker the peace between 
Egeus and Hermia. Hermia asks Theseus what the consequences will be if she defies her father 
and refuses to wed Demetrius. She is told that according to Athenian law she will have to:

Either die the death or to abjure 
For ever the society of men. 
Therefore, fair Hermia, question your desires; 
Know of your youth, examine well your blood, 
Whether, if you yield not to your father’s choice, 
You can endure the livery of a nun, 
For aye to be in shady cloister mew’d, 
To live a barren sister all your life, 
Chanting faint hymns to the cold fruitless moon. 
Thrice-blessed they that master so their blood, 
To undergo such maiden pilgrimage; 
But earthlier happy is the rose distill’d, 
Than that which withering on the virgin thorn 
Grows, lives and dies in single blessedness.

What do you think she does?

http://www.teaching-drama.co.uk
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Resource 2: Character Cards

Helena Hermia Lysander

Demetrius Egeus Theseus/Hippolyta

http://www.teaching-drama.co.uk
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Resource 3: Elizabethan Theatre

A few background notes
William Shakespeare was born in 1564. The time at which he was writing his plays was called the 
‘Elizabethan Theatre’ as Queen Elizabeth I was on the throne from 1558–1603.

Theatres were a new concept and the very first theatre in Elizabethan London was simply called 
‘The Theatre’ and was built by James Burbage.

Playhouses
Unlike modern playwrights today, Shakespeare was writing plays with a specific theatre in mind. 
The Globe theatre was built from the timbers of Burbage’s ‘The Theatre’ and Shakespeare and 
his fellow actors helped with its construction. The design of The Globe theatre was based on the 
Roman Coliseum, but built on a much smaller scale.

The Globe is an open air theatre with a pit that was exposed to the elements. The more you paid 
the better your seat and the more likely it would be covered.

As there were not many other forms of entertainment back in the 1600s, a huge amount of 
interest and excitement built up around the theatre. People from all classes and of all ages went to 
The Globe to see Shakespeare’s plays.

‘The groundlings’ were the workers or peasants who paid 1d to stand in ‘the pit’ and watch the 
play. They would have crowded around the three sides of the stage structure.

A lot of people were uneducated and not able to read notices in the Elizabethan era. They would 
not have been able to have the facilities to print the programmes that we are so used to having 
in modern theatres today, instead different coloured flags were flown at the top of The Globe to 
show whether the play was a comedy or tragedy.  Shakespeare also included a prologue: telling the 
audience what was about to unfold.

By 1611 when Shakespeare wrote The Tempest he performed it in an indoor playhouse called 
‘Blackfriers’ and was then able to make his plays more technical, because he didn’t need to worry 
about the weather. Shakespeare and his men became part owners of the Blackfriers playhouse and 
Shakespeare bought a house close by.

This is a very brief overview of the most famous of Elizabethan theatres. In order to find out 
more, for your homework you will research one of the following topics.

 f What were the costumes like in Elizabethan plays?
 f Why were no women allowed on stage? How did the boys/men play women?
 f Name some other Elizabethan playhouses.
 f What happened to The Globe?
 f What happened to the art of the Theatre after Elizabeth I died?

http://www.teaching-drama.co.uk
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Resource 4:  Shakespearean timeline

The life and legacy of England’s bard on the BBC’s website:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/timelines/z8k2p39

Resource 5: Mechanicals resource cards

Frustrated director Bossy and overbearing 
actor

Timid, but keen actor

Confused actor Grumpy actor Reluctant actor

http://www.teaching-drama.co.uk
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Resource 6:  Fairy speech from Act 2, scene 1

FAIRY

Over hill, over dale,

Thorough bush, thorough brier,

Over park, over pale,

Thorough flood, thorough fire.

I do wander everywhere

Swifter than the moon’s sphere.

And I serve the fairy queen

To dew her orbs upon the green.

The cowslips tall her pensioners be.

In their gold coats spots you see.

Those be rubies, fairy favours.

In those freckles live their savours.

I must go seek some dewdrops here

And hang a pearl in every cowslip’s ear.

Farewell, thou lob of spirits. I’ll be gone.

Our queen and all our elves come here anon.
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